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Magical
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Discover and have fun in places you
might not normally go to
1. Bee Garden
Bees wiggle their body to tell other
bees where to collect nectar and
pollen. In our Bee Garden Observation Hut, you might be able to see
bees do their wiggle dance - the
screen might help you. What sort of
wiggle would you do to tell people
how to get to the Great Glasshouse?

2. Ghost

by Darren Yeaden

Sculpted from Italian marble ‘Ghost’
is appropriately sited in the Musculo-Skeletal section of the Apothecary’s Garden. Plants in this section
have been used to treat problems
with muscles, joints and bones.
Darren also sculpted the Bluestone
Healing Circle on the Boardwalk and
the Tribute to Nigel Currie marble
seat in the Great Glasshouse.

3. The Lady of the Lake

4. Kisses

Go into the Apothecary’s Hall (it
looks like an old barn) and look for
this plaque on the wall. Now try and
spot the difference between the two
ladies who emerged from Llyn y Fan
Fach. In the legend of the Lady of the
Lake, the farmer who could spot the
difference got to marry the woman
he fell in love with.

Would you like to see how people
pucker their lips to kiss? In our Stable
Block courtyard you’ll find a
sculpture made from the casts of
people’s lips. Maybe it’ll inspire you
to kiss someone you love.

5. Fairy Wood

6. Dewi the Dragon

Go to the Fairy Wood and you’ll
discover a colourful mix of fairy
houses, secretive fairy doors, spooky
tree eyes and even fairy washing
lines.
Keep your eyes and ears peeled and
you might even spot a fairy or two...

Some people think this dragon flew
down here after visiting Llyn y Fan
Fach, the mythical lake on
Carmarthenshire’s Black Mountain.

7. Echo Spot

8. Tarw the Welsh Black

Go up the steps from layout of the
old Middleton Hall, and use this
picture on the right to find the
‘central eye’ of the cobbles on the
ground.

Impress your friends with your
bravery – have yourself
photographed next to this
magnificent beast of a sculpture.

Stand here and shout out your name
– you should hear something
surprising.

Go and give Dewi a pat on his wing
to make him feel so loved that it
doesn’t fly away.

Even better, go and have a look for
real Welsh Black cattle on our Waun
Las NNR, just down the hill from here.

9. Sleeping Tree

10. Healing Stone

If you fancy a lie down, look for the
Dahoma tree in the Ghost Forest.
Ghanain hunters and farmers use the
big spaces amongst its roots to crawl
into and sleep.
Dahoma in Ghana is translated as Da
= sleep; Ho = there; Ma = provides or
gives. So find the sleeping hole and
pretend you’re a tired hunter.

Come and touch the Preseli
bluestone – it’s the same type of
stone that forms a ring inside
Stonehenge.
The ancient Celtic people believed
Preseli bluestones were healing
stones so if you’re feeling a bit
delicate or even grumpy, give it a
hug.
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